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Experiments on DIII-D support a new approach, confirmed by transport modeling, to achieving Q=10 in ITER
using a scenario with low plasma current (˜ 8 MA), high βp , and line-averaged Greenwald fraction (fGw ) above
1. At 8 MA the disruption risk and ELM challenge are greatly reduced, with the possibility that uncontrolled
ELMs may be acceptable1 . Due to the need of sufficient fusion power and low plasma current, this approach
requires high density with fGw >1.0 simultaneous with high confinement quality (H98y2 >1). Using impurity
injection, the recent DIII-D experiments achieve and maintain these simultaneous conditions. Previously,
high βp plasmas with fGw up to ˜1.0 and H98y2 >1 were obtained in JT-60U, albeit transiently and usually
operated at low absolute density2,3 , which is not favorable to reactor plasma. For the first time in a tokamak,
experiments demonstrate that a stationary ITB at large radius (ρ˜0.7) is compatible with H98y2 >1, at reactorlevel absolute density (ne0 > 1.0×1020 m−3 ), fGw >1, and reactor-relevant q95 as well (fig. 1). Such ITB is
a key feature of the ITER 8 MA Q=10 modeling. Comparison between the experimental DIII-D profiles and
the predicted ITER profiles shows also a good match of ITB location and profile shape (fig. 2). The DIII-D
experiments confirm that the high density ITB in ITER modeling is achievable at similar q95 using the high
βp scenario.

Figure 1: Time histories of DIII-D high βp discharges showing line-averaged ne at ITER Greenwald limit
level with stationary (8-21×τE ) fGw >1.0, 1.2≤H98y2 ≤1.4, q95 ˜8.0, βN ≤3.5, βp ≤2.7 and fNI ≤0.9.
For the first time, neon injection is observed to trigger the formation of a large radius ITB in the density
channel at reactor level density on DIII-D, which provides an effective experimental approach to achieve
line-averaged Greenwald fraction well above 1. Pedestal density feedback control is used in the experiment.
Therefore, the pedestal density is kept below the Greenwald limit, e.g. fGw,ped <0.7. The large radius ITB
strongly elevates the plasma density inside the pedestal. The density profile is fairly flat inside the ITB with
ne0 > 1.0×1020 m−3 (fig. 2). These high βp experiments on DIII-D also show that the ITB is sustained
long after (>8×the energy confinement time, τE ) the neon injection is turned off. Impurity transport modeling
based on the experimental data shows that neon provides electron source at ρ˜0.75, which is the location
where the foot of the ITB emerges. One of the possible mechanisms for the trigger of ITB formation could
be that the important electron source creates a seed of local density gradient. The locally increased density
gradient strengthens the effect of α-stabilization of turbulence by reducing the non-adiabaticity of electron

response4 , and starts a positive feedback leading to ITB formation. The same technique may also work for
ITER high βp plasma, when higher Z impurity is employed.

Figure 2: Electron Temperature and density profiles predicted by 1D ITER simulations (solid lines with
bands) overlaid with scaled DIII-D high βp plasma experimental profiles (dots with error bars). Multipliers for DIII-D ne and Te data are 1 and 9, respectively.
Using this technique, new high βp experiments on DIII-D demonstrate the stationary large radius ITB at
reactor level density and reactor relevant q95 . Fig. 1 shows that the stationary phases of fGw ˜1.0-1.1 and
fGw ˜1.3 at q95 ˜8 are sustained for 21 and 8 τE ’s, respectively. These plasmas have even higher density than
ITER at its 9 MA Greenwald limit. With ITB, the energy confinement is well above standard H-mode in these
plasmas, e.g. H98y2 up to 1.4. The degradation of confinement in one of the discharges shown in fig. 1 (fGw ˜1.3
case) is due to excessive neon injection causing very high core radiation. The averaged neon injection rates
are 1.3×1020 /s (fGw ˜1.3) and 4.8×1019 /s (fGw ˜1.1). With further optimization of the impurity injection
waveform, sustained high confinement is also expected in the fGw ˜1.3 case. These high β (βN ≤3.5, βp ≤2.7)
plasmas have qmin >2.0 and quiet MHD behavior. Meanwhile, a non-inductive current fraction up to 0.9 is
achieved simultaneously in the high density phase.
1D Transport modeling suggests the goal of Q=10 on ITER can be achieved at low plasma current (˜ 8 MA)
using the high βp scenario. The simulations are performed using the STEP module in the OMFIT framework, integrating sub-modules for transport, heating, current drive and equilibrium calculations. Compared
to previous ITER simulation works, the innovative features in this work include: 1) Plasma density, temperature, current profiles and equilibrium are all evolved in the simulations, while pedestal heights for density
and pressure are prescribed to values slightly below the Greenwald limit (for density) and EPED prediction
(for pressure); 2) Use TGLF model for transport prediction; 3) In TGYRO, E×B shear effect on turbulence
suppression is turned off. Simulations use ITER “Day One” heating and current drive power: NBI≤33 MW,
EC≤20 MW. Calculations predict that the following parameters can be achieved: Q=9.5±2.5, Ip=7.85±0.35 MA,
q95 =7.54±0.39, H98y2 =1.74±0.13, fGw =1.48±0.13, fNI ≥98% and Pfus =350±50 MW. A large radius ITB is shown
in both temperature and density channels for electron and ion species (fig. 2).
Density profiles experimentally achieved on DIII-D match the density profiles simulated for ITER Q=10 in
shape (ITB radius) and absolute core density value (fig. 2), while the core confinement quality is maintained
well above standard H-mode levels. Although the experimental electron temperature is low compared with
ITER simulation results, its shape is still a very good match to the ITER simulation results, if a multiplier of 9

is applied to the DIII-D data. The results confirm that the required large radius ITB at fGw above 1 and reactor
level density in ITER Q=10 modeling is achievable experimentally at similar q95 using the high βp scenario.
These new high βp experiments on DIII-D strongly support the ITER Q=10 simulations and pave the avenue
to a new low plasma current (˜ 8 MA) approach for ITER’s Q=10 Goal.
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